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ERGODIC AND MIXING PROPERTIES OF
INFINITE MEMORY CHANNELS1

ROY L. ADLER

1. Introduction. A. I. Khinchin [5] states that if an ergodic message

space is fed into a channel with finite memory then the output mes-

sage space is ergodic along with the compound message space of the

input with the output. However, Khinchin's notion of finite memory,

definition (1) below, is apparently insufficient to yield this result.

K. Takano [ó] has been able to establish it by strengthening the

definition of finite memory to include both (1) and (2) below. The

essential requirement for this theorem, however, is really (3) of which

(2) is a special case. Condition (3) expresses that the output of a

channel be asymptotically independent from the remote past of the

input. The method of proof is an application of a functional form of

the notion of ergodicity involving Cesàro convergence of a certain

sequence of integrals. In addition this technique can be used to dis-

cuss some of the mixing and ergodic properties of the output with

respect to the input and the channel.

2. Notation and Definitions.2 Let (X, X) be a measurable space

with X a space of points and X a sigma-field of measurable subsets of

X. Usually in information theory X is referred to as an alphabet and

is a finite set of points. We shall make no such restriction here. Con-
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* For complete definitions of concepts and standard results of measure theory and

ergodic theory consult [2; 3] respectively.
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sider the two-sided infinite product measurable space (X*, X*)

= IT£-. iXi. X.) where X{ = X, X< = X, Í-0, +1, +2, • • • , and let
X be a probability measure on X*, i.e., X is a countably additive meas-

ure on X* withX(A*) = 1. We shall call the measure space (X*, X*, X)

a message space. Let o- denote the shift transformation on any two-

sided infinite product space: i.e., if x* = ( • • • , x_i, xo, x\, • ■ ■ ) then

<rx* = ( • • • , x'_i, Xo', x{, • • • ) where xi =xi+i, i = 0, ±1, ±2, ■ ■ ■ .

A message space (X*, X*, X) is stationary if a is aX-measuring preserv-

ing transformation or, equivalently stated, X is a <r-invariant measure.

We also sometimes say that the measure X is stationary. A stationary

message space (X*, X*, X) is ergodic if a is an ergodic X-measure pre-

serving transformation, and in this case we sometimes say that X is

an ergodic measure. Consider a message space (X*, X*, X) along with

another two-sided infinite product measurable space (F*, g)*)

= IL1--« iYt, di) where F*= Y is a set of points and g)f = g) is a

sigma-field of measurable subsets of Y, i = 0, +1, +2, ■ • • . A chan-

nel is defined to be a triple ((X*, X*, X), (F*, §)*), v(-, •)) where

v(', •) is a function on X*X'&* which satisfies

(i) v(x*, ■) is a probability measure on §)* for X-almost all x*.

(ii) v(-, E*) is a measurable function of x* for each fixed set

£*GD*.»
We can refer to (X*, X*, X) as the input to the channel and ( F*, §)*)

as the output and shall abbreviate ((X*, X*, X), (F*, §)*), r(s •)) to

(X*, Y*, v). A channel is stationary if p(<rx*, o-£*)=i'(x*, E*) for

X-almost all x* for each £*GD*. An input message space (X*, X*, X)

and a channel (A-*, F*, v) define a compound message space

(X*XY*, X*X§)*, w) where co is a probability measure on X*X?)*

uniquely determined by its value

co(A**) =  f v(x*, E*)\(dx*)
J c*

for cylinder sets A** = C*XE*, C*C%*, £*G§)*. Next we can form

the output message space (F*, §)*, p) where a is given by

p(E*) = w(X* X E*) =   f v(x*, E*)\(dx*)
J x"

for £*GD*. Finally, it is clear what the shift transformation cr is on

X*XY*: it is the direct product transformations of shifts on each

space X* and F*; i.e. <r(x*, y*) = (ex*, cry*).

' This is sometimes referred to as the source-channel, the channel itself being

((X*, **), ( Y*, g)*), x( •, • )) with v satisfying (i) above for all **.
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For the sake of completeness we next state and prove the standard

proposition.

Proposition. // (X*, X*, X) is a stationary message space and

(X*, Y*, v) is a stationary channel then both the compound message

space and the output message space are stationary.

Proof. LetA**=C*XE*, C*GX*, £*G?)*. u¡(<rA**)=03(<iC*X<rE*)
= J,c'v(x*,aE*)\(dx*). Let z* = a~xx*. Changing variables we get

u(oA**) = fc*v(ffz*, aE*)\(odz*). Then by stationarity of channel and

o--invariance of X we have

u(aA**) =   f viz*, E*)\(dz*) = u(A**).
J c*

From this we can conclude 03(0A **) =u(A **) for arbitrary A **GX*

X§)* which is the desired result.

3. Properties of channels and main theorem.

(1) Definition. A channel (X*, Y*, v) is said to have finite

memory provided there exists a fixed positive integer m such that if

E* is any cylinder set in g)* of the form E*= ■ ■ ■ XYXEtXEt+i

X ■■ ■ XEt+n-.iXYX • • • , Et, Et+i, ■ ■ ■ , Et+n-iC$) and if x¿ = x/
for i = t — m, ■ ■ • , t-\-n — l, where x,- is the ith coordinate of x* and

xi is the ¿th coordinate of x*', t an arbitrary integer and n non-

negative, then

v(x*, E*) = v(x*', E*).

The smallest such m is called the length of the memory. If no such m

exists the channel is said to have infinite memory.

(2) Definition. A channel (X*, Y*, v) is independent from the re-

mote past provided there exists a positive integer m such that if E*

and F* are two cylinder sets in §)* of the form E*= ■ ■ ■ XYXEt

X Ei+i X • • • X E,X Y X ■ ■ ■ , F*= ■ ■ ■ XYXF,X Ft+1 X • • •
XFkXYX ■ ■ ■ where Eit Ei+U ■ ■ ■ , Eh F,Fl+i, ■ ■ ■ , FkGV* and

i, j, I, k, are integers satisfying i^j, l^k, j-\-m<l then

v(x*, E* C~\ F*) = v(x*, E*)-v(x*, F*)

for X-almost all x*. The smallest such m gives the order of remoteness.

(3) Definition. We shall say a channel (X*, Y*, v) is asymptoti-

cally independent from the remote past if for any two cylinder sets

E*, F* in ?)*

lim [v(x*, o«E* r\ F*) - v(x*, <inE*)v(x*, F*)] = 0
B-.»
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for X-almost all x*. Clearly (2)=>(3). We are now in a position to give

a proof of Khinchin's statement for a general class of channels obey-

ing the asymptotic independence property above.

Theorem. Let (X*, X*, X) be an ergodic stationary message space and

(X*, Y*, v) a stationary channel asymptotically independent from the

remote past. Then the compound message space (X*X Y*, X*Xg)*, w)

as well as the output message space (Y*, §)*, u) are ergodic.

Proof. For ergodicity it suffices to prove

I    N-l

lim — X) w(vnA** H B**) = w(A**)u(B**)
AT^«   N  „_o

where A** = C*XE*, B** = D*XF*, with C*, D* cylinder sets in X*

and E*, F* cylinder sets in §>*. Let xc*(x*) and xo'ix*) denote the

characteristic function of C* and D* respectively. By stationarity of

the channel we have the second equality below, and from the func-

tional form of ergodicity of a on X* with respect to the measure X we

obtain the limit (see [2, p. 36]).

i N~i r
— Z    I "(**, vnE*)v(x*, F*)\(dx*)
N   „=o    Jo^C'CiD"

i N~i  r
= — zZ v(x*,anE*)xc'io--"x*)u(x*,F*)xD'(x*)X(dx*)

N   n-0    Jx'

i *-?  r
= — Z    I    vic~"x*, E*)xc*i<r-nx*)vix*, F*)xD'ix*)\idx*)

N „_o J x*

-> f  vix*, E*)xc'ix*)Xidx*) ■   f  vix*, F*)xD'ix*)\idx*)
J x« J x*

= u(A**)u(B**), as N ^oo.

By the asymptotic independence from the remote past we have as

«—>co

[p(x*, anE* H F*) - v(x*, <r«E*)v(x*, F*)] -» 0

for X-almost all x*. Then even though the set over which we integrate

varies with n, we can still obtain from dominated convergence the

limit

f [v(x*, <r"E* n F*) - v(x*, o-nE*)v(x*, F*)]X(dx*) -> 0, as n -> ».
J <rnC*nD'

Since ordinary convergence implies Cesàro convergence,
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1 *=î  r
— Z    I ["(«*, <r"E* H F*) - K**, <r"£*M**, F*)JX(d**) -» 0,
N „_o «//•c'nz»'

as A —» «.

Combining the above limits we get

r 1   JV-l -i

— T, co(a"A** C\ B**) - co(A**)co(B**)
La „=o J

r- 1   JV-1     f.

=   — Z "(**, ̂ "-E* H F*)(dx*)
LA „„o J^c'rn»*

1    JV-l       /. -1

-E K**i <r»J2*)K*** F*)X(<te»)
A „=o ^ffnC*nz)' J

+ ("— ¿   f *(**, »*£*M#*, F*)\(dx*) - a>(¿**)u>(£**)]

-»0,    as   A->°o. Q.E.D.

4. Some ergodic and mixing properties. For what follows measures

and channels will always be assumed stationary. The above theorem

can also be proved using a slightly weaker notion than asymptotic

independence from the past. In view of the close resemblance of (3)

to the notion of strong mixing for measure preserving transformations

(see [2, p. 37]), let us agree to also call a channel satisfying (3) strongly

mixing (SM). We shall say a channel is weakly mixing (WM) if for

any two cylinder sets E*, F* in g)* there exists a sequence of integers

/ of density zero such that for n restricted to be outside J the se-

quence

[v(x*, o-nE* H F*) - v(x*, anE*)v(x*, F*)]

converges to zero for X-almost all x*. This is equivalent to the condi-

tion

I   N-l

lim — Z I "(**, <rnE* C\ F*) - v(x*, anE*)v(x*, F*)\   =0
¿v^» A „_o

for X-almost all x* (see [2, p. 38]). Continuing in this manner we call

a channel ergodic (ERG) if for any £*, F*G§)*

1   N-l

lim — 2 ["(**, <rnE* ̂ F*) - K**> <rnE*)v(x*, F*)] = 0
ir-»«> A „_o

for X-almost all x*.
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Furthermore the input measure X is strongly mixing (SM) if for

any sets C*, D*C1i*

lim [X((7BC*n D*) - \(C*)\(D*)] = 0;
n—*«

it is weakly mixing (WM) if for any C*, I>*GX*,

I    N-l

lim — X) I \(<r"C*r\D*) - X(C*)\(D*) I   = 0;
N—»N „_o

or equivalently there exists a sequence of integers J oí density zero

such that for n restricted to be outside J we have

lim \(anC*r\ D*) = \(C*)\(D*);

it is ergodic (ERG) if for C*, D*GX*,

J   N-l

lim — Z [Ho-»C* H D*) - \(C*)X(D*)] = 0.
if-» N „_o

Similar statements apply to the measure w. Furthermore it is clear

for both measures and channels that ERG is a weaker property than

WM which is in turn weaker than SM.

We have proved in the main theorem

X-ERG and channel-SM => w-ERG.

With merely minor modifications in the argument of this theorem we

can establish the following.

Theorem. If the input measure X is P and the channel is Q then the

compound measure co is the weaker of P and Q where P is any of the

properties SM, WM, or ERG and Q is either SM or WM.

These facts are tabulated below:

channel

SM WM ERG

Input

measure

SM

WM

SM

WM

WM

WM

(*)

(*)

ERG ERG ERG r**\

where inside the table are read off the properties of co determined by
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the input and channel properties listed on the side and top. Further-

more these are the strongest statements which are possible in general.

This becomes evident by considering v(x*, E*) =pt(E*) for all x*. Then

co reduces to the direct product measure XXm for which it is easy to

verify our assertion. In fact in this case (*) = ERG while (**) may

or may not be ERG (necessary and sufficient conditions for (**)

= ERG have been provided by Y. Kawada [4]). However, in the

more general case of channels, the technique of this paper breaks

down; neither a proof nor a counter example—which is the more likely

—for (*) = ERG has yet been found; and no necessary and sufficient

conditions generalizing Kawada's results for (**) = ERG are known.
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